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The Multilingual Matters Team (left to right):  
Sarah, Tommi, Elinor, Laura, Anna, Flo and Rose

1. Independence – We are independent 
which means that we publish books that 
we believe in and that our publishing 
decisions are made by and for people with 
a knowledge of, and passion for, 
languages and multilingualism. 

2. Integrity – We treat our authors, 
customers and staff with integrity as we 
answer to people who care about the 
areas in which we publish. 

3. Ethical – Publishing with us is a positive 
choice to support an independent, ethical 
company, and a responsive, 
compassionate way of doing business. 

4. Continuity – We are a small team and 
staff turnover is very low so you are likely 
to deal with the same person from 
proposal to publication and beyond. 

5. Personal – All of us are involved in the 
decision to publish every book, and so 
whoever you speak to will know about 
you, your book, and why it’s important. 

6. Promotion – We travel a lot and promote 
our books at specialist conferences and 
book fairs so that the books are on display 
all over the world. 

7. Accessibility – We offer open access 
publishing and all our titles are available as 
consumer ebooks so that our titles are as 
affordable and accessible as possible. 

8. Supportive – We are proud to help and 
support authors publishing their first book 
and to develop new talent and ideas. 

9. Innovative – We are always on the 
lookout for new fields of research and take 
pride in the fact that we are often the first 
publisher to take a risk in a new and 
emerging subject area. 

10. Friendly – We always enjoy meeting our 
authors, whether at conferences or at our 
office, and are always happy to discuss 
book ideas over a coffee. Come and say 
hello! 

Highlights  

Language Education  

Language Acquisition  

Bilingualism and Multilingualism 

Language and Politics 

Language and Society 

Language and Identity 

Language and Work 

Intercultural Communication 

Researching Multilingually 

New in Paperback 

New Book Collections and Series 

Distributors, Reps and Agents 

Contact Information 
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HIGHLIGHTS

Voices of a  
City Market 
An Ethnography 
Adrian Blackledge and  
Angela Creese 
This book breaks new ground in its 
representation of the voices of 
people in a superdiverse city. 
Poetic and compelling, it places 

the reader at the heart of the market, surrounded by the 
voices of people from all over the world. Based on four 
years of ethnographic research, it is a book that reimagines 
the conventions of ethnographic writing. 
August 2019                                                                                    208pp 

Pbk    9781788925082       £29.95           US$39.95         €34.95 
Hbk    9781788925099       £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788925112       £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 

Also look out for Blackledge and Creese’s forthcoming titles: 
Interpretations 
Writing Linguistic Ethnography 

The Legal 
Recognition of 
Sign Languages 
Advocacy and Outcomes 
Around the World 
Edited by Maartje De Meulder, 
Joseph J. Murray and  
Rachel L. McKee 
Formal recognition campaigns 

have recently elevated the 140-year battle for Deaf 
children’s rights to access their sign languages, cultures 
and Deaf educators to new levels of political discourse. 
The authors of this book have succeeded magnificently in 
illustrating current progress and highlighting some of the 
obstacles which remain to be overcome. 
PADDY LADD, AUTHOR OF UNDERSTANDING DEAF CULTURE 
This book presents the first comprehensive overview of 
national laws recognising sign languages, their impacts 
and the advocacy campaigns which led to their creation. 
Each chapter is grounded in a collaborative writing 
approach between deaf and hearing scholars and activists 
involved in legislative campaigns. 
June 2019                                                                                        352pp 

Pbk    9781788923996        £34.95           US$49.95         €44.95 
Hbk    9781788924009      £109.95         US$149.95        €134.95 
Epub  9781788924023       £25.00           US$40.00         €35.00 
 

Our new series Writing Without Borders exists to 
provide space for writing and thought which challenges 
the norms of academic discourse. It is a place to 
explore, think, challenge and create. Books in the 
series may contain experimental writing, new ways of 
thinking or creating knowledge, topics that are not 
generally addressed in academic writing, or something 
we haven’t thought of yet…  
To find out more, visit our website or email Anna 
anna@multilingual-matters.com. 

Decolonising 
Multilingualism 
Struggles to Decreate 
Alison Phipps 
A beautifully written, deeply 
personal and intimate account 
of what it means to decentre 
and give up power[…]This 
little book is both liberating 

and challenges us to do better. 
HEAVEN CRAWLEY, COVENTRY UNIVERSITY, UK 
In this groundbreaking text, Alison Phipps pulls 
together ethical approaches to researching 
multilingually in contexts of pain, conflict and crisis; the 
position of the researcher; and the question of 
multilingualism and anglonormativity. It is both global 
and local in scale, ranging from Scotland to Ghana, 
Aotearoa / New Zealand to Sudan. 
Writing Without Borders                                  June 2019     112pp 

Pbk    9781788924047         £9.95        US$12.95        €11.95 
Hbk    9781788924054        £29.95       US$39.95      €34.95 
Epub  9781788924078          £5.00        US$10.00        €6.00 
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LANGUAGE EDUCATION

Theorizing 
and Analyzing 
Language Teacher 
Agency 
Edited by Hayriye Kayi-Aydar, 
Xuesong (Andy) Gao,  
Elizabeth R. Miller,  
Manka Varghese and  
Gergana Vitanova 

This volume examines the agency of second/foreign 
language teachers in diverse geographical contexts. It 
offers new understandings and conceptualizations through 
a variety of types of empirical data. It also demonstrates 
the use of different methodologies to analyze the 
multidimensional, dynamic and complex nature of 
language teacher agency. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education     June 2019   296pp 

Pbk    9781788923903        £39.95           US$59.95         €54.95 
Hbk    9781788923910       £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788923934        £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00 

The Action-oriented 
Approach 
A Dynamic Vision of 
Language Education 
Enrica Piccardo and Brian North 
This book is a most valuable and 
timely contribution to the 
discourse concerning current and 
emerging paradigms for language 

education. Thoroughly researched, comprehensibly 
discussed, and also very much practice-oriented. 
BERND RÜSCHOFF, UNIVERSITY OF DUISBURG-ESSEN, GERMANY 
This book presents the background to the current shift in 
language education towards action-oriented teaching and 
provides a theorization of the Action-oriented Approach 
(AoA). It contains a research-informed description of the 
AoA and explains its implications for curriculum planning, 
teaching, assessment and pedagogy. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education       July 2019   352pp 

Pbk    9781788924337        £39.95           US$59.95         €54.95 
Hbk    9781788924344        £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788924368        £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00

Using Film and 
Media in the 
Language 
Classroom 
Reflections on  
Research-led Teaching 
Edited by Carmen Herrero and 
Isabelle Vanderschelden 

This book demonstrates the advantages and impact of 
using film and audiovisual material in the language 
classroom. The chapters are evidence-based and address 
different levels and contexts of learning around the world. 
It will be of interest to practising teachers as well as those 
on teacher training courses. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education       July 2019   232pp 

Pbk    9781788924474        £34.95           US$49.95         €44.95 
Hbk    9781788924481      £109.95         US$149.95        €134.95 
Epub  9781788924504       £25.00           US$40.00         €35.00 

Learning English 
and Chinese as 
Foreign Languages 
Sociocultural and 
Comparative Perspectives 
Wen-Chuan Lin 
This book compares English as a 
Foreign Language teaching in 
Taiwan with Chinese as a Foreign 

Language education in England and highlights how 
classroom activities are embedded within ethnic or social 
group cultures, family resources and school visions or 
goals, and it highlights the potential for a perpetuation of 
social inequality as a result. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education      Sept 2019   232pp 

Pbk    9781788925136         £29.95           US$39.95         €34.95 
Hbk    9781788925143         £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788925167         £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00
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LANGUAGE EDUCATION

The Embodied 
Work of Teaching 
Edited by Joan Kelly Hall and 
Stephen Daniel Looney 

This thought-provoking volume 
offers a glimpse into the ways we 
incorporate our bodies into what 
we do, say and teach. Its fine-
grained analysis of real instances 

of talk demonstrates how teachers draw on gestures, gaze 
and the like to deal with the interactional challenges of the 
classroom ecology. 
TIM GREER, KOBE UNIVERSITY, JAPAN 

The chapters in this volume build on a growing body of 
ethnomethodological conversation analytic research on 
teaching in order to enhance our empirical understandings 
of teaching as embodied, contingent and jointly achieved 
with students in the complex management of various 
courses of action and larger instructional projects. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education      Sept 2019   248pp 

Pbk    9781788925488        £34.95           US$49.95         €44.95 
Hbk    9781788925495      £109.95         US$149.95        €134.95 
Epub  9781788925518       £25.00           US$40.00         €35.00 

Second Language 
Writing Instruction 
in Global Contexts 
English Language Teacher 
Preparation and 
Development 
Edited by Lisya Seloni and  
Sarah Henderson Lee 

This book revisits second language (L2) writing teacher 
education by exploring the complex layers of L2 writing 
instruction in non-English dominant contexts (i.e. English 
as a foreign language contexts). It re-envisions L2 writing 
teacher education by moving away from the uncritical 
embracement of Western-based writing pedagogies. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education        Oct 2019   336pp 

Pbk    9781788925853        £39.95           US$59.95         €54.95 
Hbk    9781788925860       £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788925884        £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00 

Conversation 
Analytic 
Perspectives on 
English Language 
Learning, Teaching 
and Testing in 
Global Contexts 
Edited by Hanh thi Nguyen and 
Taiane Malabarba 

This book contains 10 empirical studies of English language 
learning, teaching and testing where English is an 
additional language. Focusing on English-as-a-Foreign-
Language contexts, they involve varied learner 
populations, from children to young adults to adults, in 
different learning environments around the world. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education       Feb 2019   328pp 

Hbk   9781788922883       £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788922906       £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00 

Duoethnography in English 
Language Teaching 
Research, Reflection and 
Classroom Application 
Edited by Robert J. Lowe and Luke Lawrence  
This book sets out duoethnography as a method of 
research, reflective practice and a pedagogical approach 
in English Language Teaching (ELT). The chapters are a 
range of duoethnographies from established and emerging 
researchers and teachers, which explore the interplay 
between cultural discourses and life histories with a focus 
on ELT in Japan. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education      Mar 2020   256pp 

Pbk    9781788927178         £34.95           US$49.95         €44.95 
Hbk    9781788927185       £109.95         US$149.95        €134.95 
Epub  9781788927208       £25.00           US$40.00         €35.00 
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LANGUAGE EDUCATION

Language Learning 
and Teaching in a 
Multilingual World 
Marie-Françoise Narcy-Combes, 
Jean-Paul Narcy-Combes,  
Julie McAllister, Malory Leclère  
and Grégory Miras 

This book proposes a flexible and 
adaptive framework for designing 
and implementing language 

learning environments and tasks, which will be useful for 
practitioners working in classrooms where many 
languages are already spoken. The framework is based on 
a review of current research and an examination of case 
studies from around the world. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education       Mar 2019   224pp 

Hbk   9781788922975        £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788922999       £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 

L2 Writing  
Beyond English 
Edited by Nur Yiğitoğlu and 
Melinda Reichelt 

In assembling this cogent and 
accessible volume on L2 writing in 
languages other than English, the 
editors have made a long-needed 
and important contribution to L2 

writing scholarship, moving the field toward a broader 
and more realistic and comprehensive understanding of 
the nature of L2 writing. 
TONY SILVA, PURDUE UNIVERSITY, USA 

The chapters in this book focus on languages other than 
English, and explore such topics as curricular issues and 
student attitudes toward pedagogical practices.  The 
collection as a whole makes a valuable contribution to the 
study of second or foreign language (L2) writing, and it will 
also prove an essential resource for instructors of L2 
writing. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education      April 2019   264pp 

Hbk   9781788923125       £109.95         US$149.95        €134.95 
Epub  9781788923149         £25.00           US$40.00         €35.00 

Critical Perspectives 
on Global Englishes 
in Asia 
Language Policy, 
Curriculum, Pedagogy  
and Assessment 
Edited by Fan Fang and  
Handoyo Puji Widodo 

This superb volume expertly 
explores the implications for language education policy 
and practice by casting a critical eye over issues central to 
the field’s development. 
HEATH ROSE, UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD, UK 

This book addresses the incorporation of Global Englishes 
into language policy and curriculum, pedagogy and 
assessment practices, and focuses on a wide range of 
geographical and language contexts. It will be of interest 
to policymakers, curriculum developers and practitioner-
researchers in the area of English language education. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education     June 2019   224pp 

Hbk   9781788924092       £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788924115       £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 

The Dynamics of Language 
and Inequality in Education  
Social and Symbolic Boundaries 
in the Global South 
Edited by Joel Austin Windle, Dánie de Jesus  
and Lesley Bartlett 
This book contributes new perspectives from the Global 
South on the ways in which linguistic and discursive 
boundaries shape inequalities in educational contexts, 
ranging from Amazonian missions to Mongolian 
universities, using critical ethnographic and sociolinguistic 
analyses. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education       Feb 2020    160pp 

Pbk    9781788926935       £24.95           US$34.95         €29.95 
Hbk    9781788926942       £89.95         US$129.95        €109.95 
Epub  9781788926966        £15.00          US$25.00         €20.00 
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LANGUAGE EDUCATION

Early Professional 
Development in 
EFL Teaching 
Perspectives and 
Experiences from Japan 
Chitose Asaoka 

This book examines the 
experiences of student teachers 
who are in the process of 

becoming secondary school English teachers in Japan. It 
identifies the challenges faced by the Initial Teacher 
Education (ITE) system in Japan, and suggests support and 
mediational activities that should be included as 
components of the ITE curriculum. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education        Apr 2019    184pp 

Hbk   9781788923217         £89.95         US$129.95        €109.95 
Epub  9781788923231          £15.00          US$25.00         €20.00 

Early Instructed 
Second Language 
Acquisition 
Pathways to Competence 
Edited by Joanna Rokita-Jaśkow 
and Melanie Ellis 

This volume truly extends our 
understanding of complex and 
dynamic pathways to competence 

in ELL[…]it is an absolute must-read for all stakeholders 
in the ELL field. 
JELENA MIHALJEVIĆ DJIGUNOVIĆ, UNIVERSITY OF ZAGREB, CROATIA 

This book examines which factors lead to success in 
foreign language learning at an early age in instructional 
settings. The studies investigate learners aged between 
three and ten, their parents and teachers, and focus on the 
development of speaking and reading skills and how 
attitudes and motivation impact on the teaching and 
learning process. 
Early Language Learning in School Contexts        Jan 2019    272pp 

Pbk    9781788922494        £34.95           US$49.95         €44.95 
Hbk    9781788922500      £109.95         US$149.95        €134.95 
Epub  9781788922524       £25.00           US$40.00         €35.00

Early Language 
Learning and 
Teacher Education 
International Research 
and Practice 
Edited by Subhan Zein and  
Sue Garton 

This book brings together a group 
of major scholars who have done a 

brilliant job in each chapter. Highly recommended 
resource! 
LUCIANA C. DE OLIVEIRA, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, USA 

This book investigates both the theoretical and practical 
aspects of teacher education for early language teachers. It 
focuses on the complexity of teacher learning, innovations in 
mentoring and teacher supervision, strategies in programme 
development and perceptions, and knowledge and 
assessment in early language learning teacher education. 
Early Language Learning in School Contexts        Feb 2019   296pp 

Pbk    9781788922647        £34.95           US$49.95         €44.95 
Hbk    9781788922654      £109.95         US$149.95        €134.95 
Epub  9781788922678        £25.00           US$40.00         €35.00 

Integrating 
Assessment into 
Early Language 
Learning and 
Teaching 
Edited by Danijela Prošić-Santovac 
and Shelagh Rixon 

 
The volume unites research and practice on integrating 
language learning, teaching and assessment at pre- and 
early school age. It provides useful case study insights for 
policymakers, teacher educators and researchers, and 
practical ideas for practitioners who wish to implement 
greater integration of assessment and learning in their own 
contexts. 
Early Language Learning in School Contexts       Aug 2019   296pp 

Pbk    9781788924801         £34.95           US$49.95         €44.95 
Hbk    9781788924818      £109.95         US$149.95        €134.95 
Epub  9781788924832        £25.00           US$40.00         €35.00
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LANGUAGE EDUCATION

Visualising 
Multilingual Lives 
More Than Words 
Edited by Paula Kalaja and  
Sílvia Melo-Pfeifer 

Narrative turns and visual turns. 
This book will have your head 
spinning. Filled with innovative 
methods for studying the 

multilingual subject that are cutting-edge but intersect with 
more conventional methods too, this stunning collection 
looks to the future in applied language studies research. 
GARY BARKHUIZEN, UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND 

This book uses rich visual data to investigate how 
multilinguals make sense of their use and knowledge of 
more than one  language  and to gain a better 
understanding of multilinguals and their lives. The topic is 
addressed as subjectively experienced and the book unites 
the current multilingual, narrative and visual turns in 
Applied Language Studies. 
Psychology of Language Learning & Teaching     Mar 2019    312pp 

Pbk    9781788922593        £39.95           US$59.95         €54.95 
Hbk    9781788922609       £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788922623        £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00

Narratives of Adult 
English Learners 
and Teachers 
Practical Applications 
Clarena Larrotta 

Inspiring and refreshing, the book 
presents strong theoretical 
underpinnings, crucial pedagogical 
examples, and rigorous research. 

The intentional and masterful structure empowers the 
reader to transfer knowledge to their professional practice. 
DAVID SCHWARZER, MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY, USA 

This practical guide to adult literacy development and ESL 
learning and teaching combines evidence-based 
pedagogy with a passionate belief in the centrality of the 
learner and the importance of education. This book will be 
invaluable to all those involved in teaching and training 
related to adult English language learners. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education      April 2019    144pp 

Ideas & Reflections in Practice 

Pbk    9781788923163         £24.95           US$34.95         €29.95 
Hbk    9781788923170         £89.95         US$129.95        €109.95 
Epub  9781788923194          £15.00          US$25.00         €20.00 

Connecting  
School and the 
Multilingual Home 
Theory and Practice  
for Rural Educators 
Maria R. Coady 

This book emphasises the 
importance of engaging 
multilingual families in school life 

to support students’ academic achievement and overall 
wellbeing. Although the book examines rural settings and 
the needs of rural educators and families, the information 
is of use to all educators aiming to support multilingual 
students and families. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education      April 2019    152pp 

Ideas & Reflections in Practice 

Pbk    9781788923255         £19.95           US$24.95          €21.95 
Hbk    9781788923262        £69.95           US$99.95         €84.95 
Epub  9781788923286        £10.00           US$10.00          €10.00

Using Linguistically 
Appropriate 
Practice 
A Guide for Teaching in 
Multilingual Classrooms 
Roma Chumak-Horbatsch 

This excellent ‘how to’ book is a 
rich and comprehensive resource for teachers. A must-
read for anyone working with multilingual children. 
EITHNE GALLAGHER, AUTHOR AND EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT 

This book provides an accessible guide to multilingual 
teaching in diverse classrooms world-wide. It is grounded 
in the latest research and takes a realistic approach to the 
challenges found in the modern school. The author argues 
that multilingual teaching is an option for all teachers, and 
that it has benefits for every child in the classroom. 
August 2019                                                                                     184pp 

Pbk    9781788924948         £14.95           US$24.95           €17.95 
Hbk    9781788924955        £69.95           US$99.95          €79.95 
Epub  9781788924979          £8.00           US$10.00          €10.00 
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LANGUAGE EDUCATION

Teaching Adult Immigrants with 
Limited Formal Education 
Theory, Research and Practice 
Edited by Joy Kreeft Peyton and Martha Young-Scholten 
This book aims to empower teachers working with adult 
migrants who have had little or no prior formal schooling, 
and give them the information and skills that they need to 
reach the highest possible levels of literacy in their new 
languages. 
February 2020                                                                               240pp 

Pbk    9781788926980       £24.95           US$34.95         €29.95 
Hbk    9781788926997       £89.95         US$129.95        €109.95 
Epub  9781788927017        £15.00          US$25.00         €20.00 

Perspectives 
on Language 
as Action 
Edited by Mari Haneda and  
Hossein Nassaji 

This edited volume has been 
compiled in honour of Professor 
Merrill Swain who, for over four 
decades, has been one of the most 

prominent scholars in the field of second language 
acquisition and second language education. The range of 
topics covered in the book reflects the breadth and depth 
of Swain’s contributions, expertise and interests. 
New Perspectives on Language & Education       Feb 2019   288pp 

Pbk    9781788922920       £34.95           US$49.95         €44.95 
Hbk    9781788922937      £109.95         US$149.95        €134.95 
Epub  9781788922951        £25.00           US$40.00         €35.00

A Transdisciplinary 
Approach to 
International 
Teaching Assistants 
Perspectives from Applied 
Linguistics 
Edited by Stephen Daniel Looney 
and Shereen Bhalla 

This transformative book is a must-read if we want to 
move to a 21st century multidisciplinary perspective 
where ITAs are truly valued. I’m encouraging everyone I 
know involved in ITA preparation to read and discuss it. 
COLLEEN MEYERS, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, USA 

The chapters in this volume offer state-of-the-art research 
into international teaching assistants in North American 
universities using a variety of methods and approaches, 
and as such constitute a transdisciplinary perspective 
which argues for the importance of dialogue between 
research and practice. 
September 2019                                                                             208pp 

Pbk    9781788925532        £29.95           US$39.95         €34.95 
Hbk    9781788925549        £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788925563       £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 
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LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

Contemporary 
Language 
Motivation Theory 
60 Years Since Gardner 
and Lambert (1959) 
Edited by Ali H. Al-Hoorie and  
Peter D. MacIntyre 
This book unites chapters from the 
leaders of the language learning 

motivation field and demonstrates how Gardner’s work is 
integral to a wide range of contemporary theoretical issues 
underlying the psychology of language. It deals with 
cutting-edge topics, providing a wealth of information for 
both students and established scholars. 
Psychology of Language Learning & Teaching       Nov 2019    344pp 

Pbk    9781788925181         £39.95           US$59.95         €54.95 
Hbk    9781788925198        £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788925211         £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00 

Profiling Learner 
Language as a 
Dynamic System 
Edited by ZhaoHong Han 

This volume sheds empirical light 
on Complex Dynamic Systems 
Theory by providing analyses of 
two longitudinal, interactional 
datasets. The individual analyses 

traverse the domains of morphosyntax, semantics, 
pragmatics and discourse. As a whole, the collection 
demonstrates the impact of the ecosystem on individuals’ 
use of language. 
Second Language Acquisition                                 July 2019    184pp 

Hbk   9781788922791         £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788922814         £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 

Learning Strategy 
Instruction in the 
Language 
Classroom 
Issues and Implementation 
Edited by Anna Uhl Chamot 
and Vee Harris 
Chamot and Harris should be 

applauded for the wonderful work presented in this fine 
collection. They are both champions of language learning 
strategy research and practice, and this book well 
represents their action and achievement. 
LAWRENCE ZHANG, UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND 
This book is unique in its focus on language learning 
strategy instruction. The chapters, written by leading 
experts, embrace both sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic 
perspectives and link theory and practice by giving 
examples of teaching activities, as well as in-depth 
discussions of the theoretical issues raised. 
Second Language Acquisition                                May 2019   328pp 

Pbk    9781788923392        £34.95           US$49.95         €44.95 
Hbk    9781788923408      £109.95         US$149.95        €134.95 
Epub  9781788923422        £25.00           US$40.00         €35.00

Research Methods 
for Complexity 
Theory in Applied 
Linguistics 
Phil Hiver and Ali H. Al-Hoorie 
This accessible guide to Complex 
Dynamic Systems Theory (CDST) 
research presents practical 
methods and templates for how 

applied linguistics researchers can design and conduct 
research using the CDST framework and equips readers 
with the knowledge to ensure compatibility between 
empirical research designs and the theoretical tenets of 
complexity. 
Second Language Acquisition                     December 2019    272pp 

Pbk    9781788925730        £29.95           US$39.95         €34.95 
Hbk    9781788925747        £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788925761         £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 
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LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

Adult Minority 
Language Learning 
Motivation, Identity and Target Variety 
Colin Flynn 
This book explores the role of attitude, motivation and 
identity in the process of learning a minority language, 
specifically the attitudes of adult learners of Irish towards 
acquiring various traditional (Gaeltacht) and non-traditional 
(second language) varieties of the language.  
Second Language Acquisition                       February 2020   200pp 

Hbk   9781788927031       £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788927055       £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 

Technology-
Supported Learning 
In and Out of the 
Japanese Language 
Classroom 
Advances in Pedagogy, 
Teaching and Research 
Edited by Erica Zimmerman and 
Abigail McMeekin 

Zimmerman and McMeekin have given the Japanese as a 
Foreign Language (JFL) field a huge boost forward with this 
significant volume on integrating technology with teaching. 
JONATHAN DEHAAN, UNIVERSITY OF SHIZUOKA, JAPAN 

This book provides an up-to-date examination of 
technology-supported pedagogy and language acquisition 
in a variety of Japanese as a foreign or second language 
contexts. It equips readers with practical pedagogical 
information and ideas for how technology can be applied 
to achieve a wide range of learning objectives. 
Second Language Acquisition                                May 2019    376pp 

Pbk    9781788923491         £39.95           US$59.95         €54.95 
Hbk    9781788923507        £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788923521         £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00 

Fluency in L2 
Learning and Use 
Edited by Pekka Lintunen,  
Maarit Mutta and Pauliina Peltonen 

This interdisciplinary book brings 
together a selection of theoretical 
and empirical approaches to 
second language (L2) fluency. The 
volume includes chapters 

approaching fluency from an SLA perspective and 
integrates perspectives from related fields, such as 
psycholinguistics, sign language studies and L2 
assessment. 
Second Language Acquisition                     December 2020   232pp 

Pbk    9781788926294        £29.95           US$39.95         €34.95 
Hbk    9781788926300       £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788926324        £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 

Study Abroad, 
Second Language 
Acquisition and 
Interculturality 
Edited by Martin Howard 

The mix of well-designed 
empirical studies and thought-
provoking essays offers new 
insights, puts forth innovative 

approaches, and critically examines concepts, methods, 
and discourses. It is essential reading for scholars, 
graduate students, and study abroad administrators. 
RACHEL L. SHIVELY, ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY, USA 

This book unites studies on second language acquisition and 
interculturality in a study abroad context, providing timely 
perspectives on research in each area while also exploring 
the interface between them. Chapters highlight innovative 
themes such as social networks, input matters, learner 
identities and study abroad in lingua franca contexts. 
Second Language Acquisition                           August 2019   296pp 

Pbk    9781788924139         £34.95           US$49.95         €44.95 
Hbk    9781788924146       £109.95         US$149.95        €134.95 
Epub  9781788924160        £25.00           US$40.00         €35.00
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LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

L2 Grammatical 
Representation 
and Processing 
Theory and Practice 
Edited by Deborah Arteaga 

Contributions from rising stars 
and established top names bring 
valuable insights into how to 
relate linguistic theory to the 

L2 classroom. The variety of research questions, 
methodologies, and range of languages included makes 
this volume an essential addition to any SLA-focused 
reading list for researchers, students and practitioners. 
CLARE WRIGHT, UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS, UK 

This book presents an array of new research on several 
current theoretical debates in the field of SLA. The studies 
address questions relating to ultimate attainment, first 
language transfer, universal properties of SLA, processing 
and second language (L2) grammar, and explore a number 
of grammatical features of the L2. 
Second Language Acquisition                    September 2019    184pp 

Pbk    9781788925334        £24.95           US$34.95         €29.95 
Hbk    9781788925341        £89.95         US$129.95        €109.95 
Epub  9781788925365        £15.00          US$25.00         €20.00 

Idiomatic Mastery 
in a First and 
Second Language 
Monica Karlsson 

The comprehension, retention 
and  production of idiomatic 
expressions is one of the most 
difficult areas of the lexicon for 
second language learners to 

master. This book investigates this under-researched and 
interesting aspect of language acquisition, shedding light 
on conventional uses of idiomatic expressions as well as 
creative variant forms. 
Second Language Acquisition                          January 2019   320pp 

Hbk   9781788922364       £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788922388        £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00 

English-Medium 
Instruction and 
Pronunciation 
Exposure and Skills 
Development 
Karin Richter 

Those interested in pronunciation 
will find this volume most 
enlightening. Pronunciation has 

unfortunately been largely disregarded by researchers, 
although both teachers and students are very concerned 
about its role in EMI. This study successfully manages to 
bridge this research/concern gap. 
DAVID LASAGABASTER, UNIVERSITY OF THE BASQUE COUNTRY UPV/EHU, SPAIN 

This book offers new insights into the language gains of 
adult learners enrolled in an English-medium instruction 
degree programme. It provides longitudinal evidence of 
the phonological gains of the learners and investigates 
whether increased exposure to the target language leads 
to incidental learning of second language pronunciation. 
Second Language Acquisition                          January 2019   224pp 

Hbk   9781788922456        £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788922470        £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00
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BILINGUALISM AND MULTILINGUALISM

Multilingualism 
in European 
Language 
Education 
Edited by Cecilio Lapresta-Rey  
and Ángel Huguet 

An enlightening, enthralling and 
methodologically rigorous book 
that copes with an extremely 

challenging topic in today’s increasingly multicultural 
and multilingual European society. 
MATTEO SANTIPOLO, UNIVERSITY OF PADOVA, ITALY 

This book explores how different European education 
systems manage multilingualism. Each chapter focuses on 
one of ten diverse settings and considers how its education 
system is influenced by historical, sociolinguistic and 
political processes and how it handles languages, stressing 
the challenges and opportunities. 
Bilingual Education & Bilingualism                        May 2019   240pp 

Hbk   9781788923309      £109.95         US$149.95        €134.95 
Epub  9781788923323        £25.00           US$40.00         €35.00 

Mandarin Chinese 
Dual Language 
Immersion 
Programs 
Ko-Yin Sung and Hsiao-Mei Tsai 

This comprehensive book, 
building on the English-Spanish 
dual language scholarship, serves 
to extend the field and is an 

outstanding resource for all bilingual educators. 
BELINDA BUSTOS FLORES, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT SAN ANTONIO, USA 

This book discusses multiple aspects of Chinese dual 
language immersion programs, focusing on the Utah 
model. Themes include how to build a supportive 
classroom, the views of those involved, teacher identities, 
strategy use, corrective feedback, Chinese-character 
teaching, and the translanguaging phenomenon. 
Bilingual Education & Bilingualism                       June 2019    216pp 

Hbk   9781788923958        £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788923972        £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 

Investigating 
Content and 
Language 
Integrated Learning 
Insights from Swedish 
High Schools 
Edited by Liss Kerstin Sylvén 

This book offers new, challenging 
and thought-provoking findings on a range of topics 
relating to L1 and L2 learning outcomes and participants’ 
perspectives. It is of great interest to CLIL practitioners 
and researchers globally. 
TOM MORTON, UNIVERSIDAD INTERNACIONAL DE LA RIOJA, SPAIN 

This book provides a unique longitudinal account of content 
and language integrated learning (CLIL). Giving voice to 
both learners and teachers, it offers insights into language 
learning outcomes, learner motivation among CLIL and non-
CLIL students, effects of extramural exposure to English, 
issues in relation to assessment in CLIL and much more. 
Bilingual Education & Bilingualism                  January 2019    344pp 

Pbk    9781788922401         £39.95           US$59.95         €54.95 
Hbk    9781788922418        £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788922432        £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00 

Social 
Consequences 
of Testing for 
Language-
minoritized 
Bilinguals in the 
United States 
Jamie L. Schissel 

We have needed this book for years. It provides a critical 
perspective that does not focus on tests, but rather their 
uses, effects and consequences. 
KATHY ESCAMILLA, UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO BOULDER, USA 

This book provides a cohesive historical narrative of the 
testing of language-minoritized bilinguals in the United 
States that centers the test-takers’ experiences. It 
demonstrates how testing has contributed to the historic, 
systemic marginalization of language-minoritized bilinguals 
and encourages efforts to dismantle these inequities. 
Bilingual Education & Bilingualism                     March 2019    176pp 

Pbk    9781788922692       £29.95           US$39.95         €34.95 
Hbk    9781788922708        £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788922722        £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 
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BILINGUALISM AND  
MULTILINGUALISM

LANGUAGE  
AND POLITICS

The Coral Way 
Bilingual Program 
Maria R. Coady 

Maria Coady captures the dreams 
of visionary educational leaders, 
teachers, parents, and community 
members whose activist work 
serves as inspiration for keeping 
the gift of bi/multilingualism alive 

for generations to come. 
MARÍA E. FRÁNQUIZ, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN, USA 

This book introduces readers to the first publicly funded, 
two-way bilingual program in the United States, Coral Way 
Elementary School. It provides an accurate, clear and 
accessible examination of the program, its historical, social 
and political origins, its successes and its relevance for 
future bilingual programs. 
Bilingual Education & Bilingualism             November 2019    160pp 

Pbk    9781788924566        £24.95           US$34.95         €29.95 
Hbk    9781788924573        £89.95         US$129.95        €109.95 
Epub  9781788924597         £15.00          US$25.00         €20.00

Grammatical 
Profiles 
Further Languages 
of LARSP 
Edited by Martin J. Ball,  
Paul Fletcher and David Crystal 

LARSP is the gift that keeps on 
giving for those who want to 
perform linguistically informed 

language assessments. The third installment is a welcome 
addition to the already existing LARSP versions, 
representing different continents, and including mother 
tongues from different linguistic branches. 
FERENC BUNTA, THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON, USA 

This collection brings together language profiles of the 
Language Assessment Remediation and Screening Procedure 
(LARSP) from 12 languages around the world. It will be an 
invaluable resource for speech-language pathologists in many 
countries and for those wishing to analyse the grammatical 
abilities of clients of many linguistic backgrounds. 
Communication Disorders Across Languages      July 2019   328pp 

Hbk   9781788924382       £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788924405        £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00

Brokering Britain, 
Educating Citizens 
Exploring ESOL and 
Citizenship 
Edited by Melanie Cooke  
and Rob Peutrell 

This marvellous book is 
extraordinarily coherent in the 
collective thinking that it 

articulates – thinking that is simultaneously radical and 
responsible, practical and creative, theoretically inspired 
while deeply grounded in everyday experience. A major 
beacon for years to come. 
BEN RAMPTON, KING’S COLLEGE LONDON, UK 

This book is a detailed examination of citizenship and 
English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) in the UK.  
It draws attention to the crucial role of teachers as 
mediators between policy and the needs of adult migrant 
students. The book links together pedagogy and theory 
with the practical concerns of ESOL teachers and students. 
Language, Mobility & Institutions              September 2019   264pp 

Pbk    9781788924610        £24.95           US$34.95         €29.95 
Hbk    9781788924627        £89.95         US$129.95        €109.95 
Epub  9781788924641         £15.00          US$25.00         €20.00 

Choosing a  
Mother Tongue 
The Politics of Language 
and Identity in Ukraine 
Corinne A. Seals 

This book investigates narrative 
accounts of language and politics 
in Ukraine, including the ongoing 
Russian-Ukrainian war, providing a 

detailed analysis of how national and linguistic identity are 
discursively renegotiated during a time of mass conflict. It 
examines connections between language, identity and 
politics in Ukraine and the diaspora. 
Multilingual Matters                                           October 2019   232pp 

Hbk   9781788924993        £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788925013       £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00
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LANGUAGE AND SOCIETY

Rejecting the 
Marginalized 
Status of Minority 
Languages 
Educational Projects 
Pushing Back Against 
Language Endangerment 
Edited by Ari Sherris and  
Susan D. Penfield 

This book explores Indigenous, tribal and minority (ITM) 
language education in oral and written communication and 
in the use of new technologies and online resources for 
pedagogical purposes. It brings together examples of ITM 
language education that are challenging the forces that 
flatten ‘languacultures’ into artefacts of history. 
Linguistic Diversity & Language Rights      November 2019    184pp 

Hbk   9781788926256       £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788926270        £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 

A World of 
Indigenous 
Languages 
Politics, Pedagogies and 
Prospects for Language 
Reclamation 
Edited by Teresa L. McCarty, 
Sheilah E. Nicholas and  
Gillian Wigglesworth 

Spanning Indigenous settings across six continents, this 
book examines the multifaceted language reclamation 
work underway by Indigenous peoples worldwide. The 
authors foreground Indigenous knowledges and 
perspectives, highlighting the decolonizing and liberatory 
aims of contemporary Indigenous language movements 
inside and outside of schools. 
Linguistic Diversity & Language Rights             March 2019   264pp 

Pbk    9781788923057        £29.95           US$39.95         €34.95 
Hbk    9781788923064        £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788923088       £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 

Sociolinguistic 
Perspectives on 
Migration Control 
Language Policy, Identity 
and Belonging 
Edited by Markus Rheindorf  
and Ruth Wodak 

This book offers a rich set of case 
studies that critically illustrate the close links between power, 
politics and discourse in the governance of migration. It is 
an essential read for researchers and scholars but also for 
interested citizens, the third sector and politicians. 
ANNA TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, RYERSON UNIVERSITY, CANADA 

Each chapter in this volume adds an empirical perspective to 
our understanding of how language relates to migration in a 
specific national context. The chapters use innovative 
combinations of multimodal, qualitative and quantitative 
analyses to examine a broad range of genres and data related 
to the voices of migrants and reporting about migrants. 
Language, Mobility & Institutions               November 2019    176pp 

Pbk    9781788924665        £24.95           US$34.95         €29.95 
Hbk    9781788924672        £89.95         US$129.95        €109.95 
Epub  9781788924696        £15.00          US$25.00         €20.00 

Critical Inquiries in 
the Sociolinguistics 
of Globalization 
Edited by Tyler Andrew Barrett  
and Sender Dovchin 

This timely and exceptional book 
recognises diversity both as a 
challenge and as an opportunity. 
A highly compelling volume which 

takes a critical inquiry approach to post-multilingual 
diversity. 
EMI OTSUJI, UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA 

This book seeks to examine the notions of ‘linguistic 
diversity’ and ‘hybridity’ using new critical theoretical 
frameworks embedded within the broader discussion of 
the sociolinguistics of globalization. The research took 
place in contexts that include linguistic landscapes, 
schools, classrooms, neighborhoods and virtual spaces 
around the world. 
Encounters                                                         February 2019    192pp 

Pbk    9781788922838        £34.95           US$49.95         €44.95 
Hbk    9781788922845      £109.95         US$149.95        €134.95 
Epub  9781788922869       £25.00           US$40.00         €35.00
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LANGUAGE AND SOCIETY

Aspiring to 
be Global  
Language and Social 
Change in a Tourism 
Village in China 
Shuang Gao 

This book makes a novel 
contribution to the sociolinguistics 

of globalization by examining language and social change 
in the tourism destination of West Street, Yangshuo, China. 
It explores the contingencies and tensions in the creation 
of a ‘global village’ and reveals ambivalent struggles 
inherent in this ongoing process of social change. 
Encounters                                                         February 2019    168pp 

Hbk   9781788922753        £89.95         US$129.95        €109.95 
Epub  9781788922777         £15.00          US$25.00         €20.00 

Language and 
Tourism in 
Postcolonial 
Settings 
Edited by Angelika Mietzner 
and Anne Storch 

This book focuses on perspectives 
from and on the global south, 
providing fresh data and analyses 

on languages in African, Caribbean, Middle-Eastern and 
Asian tourism contexts. It provides a critical perspective on 
tourism in postcolonial and neocolonial settings, explored 
through in-depth case studies. 
Tourism & Cultural Change                                      May 2019    192pp 

Pbk    9781845416775         £29.95           US$39.95         €34.95 
Hbk    9781845416782         £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781845416805        £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 

Language 
Maintenance, 
Revival and Shift 
in the Sociology 
of Religion 
Edited by  
Rajeshwari Vijay Pandharipande, 
Maya Khemlani David and  
Miriam Eisenstein Ebsworth 

This volume addresses the question ‘What role does 
religion play in the maintenance, revival and/or shift, of 
languages?’ It explores the complex and dynamic 
relationship between religion and the maintenance, revival 
and/or shift of languages in diverse multilingual 
multicultural contexts and sociopolitical conditions at 
different points in time. 
December 2019                                                                              224pp 

Pbk    9781788926652       £29.95           US$39.95         €34.95 
Hbk    9781788926669       £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788926683        £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 

Grassroots Literacy  
and the Written Record 
A Textual History of Asbestos  
Activism in South Africa 
John Trimbur 

This book examines how asbestos activists living in remote 
rural villages in South Africa activated metropolitan 
resources of representation at the grassroots level in a 
quest for justice and restitution for the catastrophic effects 
on their lives caused by the asbestos industry.  
Studies in Knowledge Production & Participation   Feb 2020   208pp 

Hbk   9781788926805       £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788926829       £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00
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LANGUAGE AND IDENTITY

Multilingualism, 
(Im)mobilities 
and Spaces 
of Belonging 
Edited by Kristine Horner and 
Jennifer Dailey-O’Cain 

The chapters in this volume 
investigate how diverse forms of 

(im)mobility and multilingualism are (re-)negotiated in 
relationship to space, identity and power. The volume will 
be of particular interest to scholars taking ethnographic 
and critical sociolinguistic approaches to the study of 
language and belonging in the context of globalisation. 
Encounters                                                           October 2019    272pp 

Pbk    9781788925037       £39.95           US$59.95         €54.95 
Hbk    9781788925044       £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788925068       £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00 

Chronotopic 
Identity Work 
Sociolinguistic Analyses 
of Cultural and Linguistic 
Phenomena in Time and 
Space 
Edited by Sjaak Kroon and  
Jos Swanenberg 

The concept of chronotopicity is increasingly used in 
sociolinguistic theorizing as a new way of looking at 
context and scale in studies of language, culture and 
identity. This volume brings together empirical work that 
puts flesh on the bones of this rather abstract theorizing, 
focusing on the discursive construction of chronotopic 
identities. 
Encounters                                                      December 2019    216pp 

Pbk    9781788926607        £29.95           US$39.95         €34.95 
Hbk    9781788926614       £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788926638        £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00

Gender, 
Neoliberalism 
and Distinction 
Through Linguistic 
Capital 
Taiwanese Narratives of 
Struggle and Strategy 
Mark Fifer Seilhamer 

Four affectionate portraits of young Taiwanese women lie 
at the heart of this warm-hearted yet incisive ethnography 
of identity, distinction, and language learning 
JOSEPH SUNG-YUL PARK, NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE 

This book presents the narratives of four Taiwanese young 
women, all proficient in English, set against the 
background of the dynamics of multilingualism in Taiwan. 
It chronicles their strategies and struggles when utilizing 
cultural goods – in this case their linguistic resources – to 
differentiate themselves within Taiwanese society. 
Encounters                                                              March 2019   232pp 

Hbk   9781788923019        £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788923033        £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 

The Discursive 
Ecology of 
Homophobia 
Unraveling Anti-LGBTQ 
Speech on the European 
Far Right 
Eric Louis Russell 

Through painstakingly detailed 
linguistic analysis, this book offers timely and important 
insights into the ways in which homophobia takes shape 
in different languages and circulates in and through a 
variety of contexts.  
TOMMASO M. MILANI, UNIVERSITY OF GOTHENBURG, SWEDEN 

Through an analysis of the discourse practices of populist Far 
Right groups in France, Italy and Belgian Flanders, this book 
makes a ground-breaking contribution to our understanding 
of the ways in which homophobic discourse functions. It also 
encourages us to reconsider the power given to language in 
our scholarship, activism and private lives. 
Encounters                                                                 May 2019    312pp 

Pbk    9781788923446        £39.95           US$59.95         €54.95 
Hbk    9781788923453       £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788923477        £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00
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LANGUAGE AND WORK INTERCULTURAL 
COMMUNICATION

Objects, Bodies 
and Work Practice 
Edited by Dennis Day and 
Johannes Wagner 

Reading this collection may 
change how you take your shoes 
back for repair and it will 
certainly, if you are researching 
interaction, bring objects to the 

centre of your attention. Across a stimulating array of 
settings it charts objects’ place in progressing, spatialising 
and designing actions, and being the achievement of 
actions themselves. 
ERIC LAURIER, UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH, UK 

In this volume, contributors focus on how professionals 
organize their embodied conduct with material objects. 
The book concentrates specifically on connections 
between ongoing courses of interaction within work 
practices, object materiality and mobility in space, bodily 
movement and manipulation of objects, and language. 
Language at Work                                                     July 2019   328pp 

Hbk   9781788924528       £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788924542        £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00 

Exploring 
Politeness in 
Business Emails 
A Mixed-Methods Analysis 
Vera Freytag 

Politeness is like oil that allows 
the cogs of human interaction to 
run smoothly. However, not 

everybody uses the same oil and the cogs may grind to a 
halt when the ‘wrong oil’ is applied. This highly 
innovative book shows how the cogs function in cross-
cultural business communication. 
JEAN-MARC DEWAELE, BIRKBECK, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON, UK 

This book explores the contextual complexities of 
workplace emails by comparing British English and 
Peninsular Spanish directive speech events. Through a 
combination of qualitative and quantitative methods of 
data collection and analysis the book offers an innovative 
approach to the study of politeness. 
Language at Work                                              October 2019   240pp 

Hbk   9781788925952       £119.95         US$159.95        €144.95 
Epub  9781788925976        £30.00          US$50.00         €40.00

Language, Culture and Identity 
in Two Chinese Community 
Schools 
More than One Way of Being Chinese? 
Sara Ganassin 
This book investigates the social, political and educational 
role of community language education in migratory 
contexts. It draws on an ethnographic study that 
investigates the significance of Mandarin-Chinese 
community schooling in Britain as an intercultural space for 
those involved. 
Languages for Intercultural Communication & Education    

March 2020                                                                                    200pp 

Hbk   9781788927222       £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788927246       £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 
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RESEARCHING MULTILINGUALLY

Critical Reflections 
on Research 
Methods 
Power and Equity in 
Complex Multilingual 
Contexts 
Edited by Doris S. Warriner and 
Martha Bigelow 

This gem of a book offers vivid 
and trenchant insights regarding the ongoing, ubiquitous 
ethical challenges inherent in qualitative research. 
LESLEY BARTLETT, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON, USA 

This book explores the challenges involved in conducting 
research with members of minoritized communities. 
Through reflective accounts, contributors explore 
community-based collaborative work, and suggest 
important implications for applied linguistics, educational 
research and anthropological investigations of language, 
literacy and culture. 
Researching Multilingually                              February 2019    216pp 

Pbk    9781788922548        £29.95           US$39.95         €34.95 
Hbk    9781788922555       £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788922579        £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 

Ethnographic Fieldwork 
A Beginner's Guide 
2nd Edition 
Jan Blommaert and Dong Jie 

In this revised 2nd edition, the authors draw on their own 
experiences as fieldworkers to provide an easy-to-read 
and accessible introduction to ethnographic fieldwork. 
They explain complex ideas about knowledge and the 
practices in which we gather it, and make these 
complexities easier to understand and to handle before, 
during and after fieldwork. 
May 2020                                                                                         132pp 

Pbk    9781788927123         £14.95           US$24.95           €17.95 
Hbk    9781788927130         £49.95           US$79.95         €59.95 
Epub  9781788927154          £10.00           US$15.00          €12.50 

Learning and 
Using Languages 
in Ethnographic 
Research 
Edited by Robert Gibb, Annabel 
Tremlett and Julien Danero Iglesias 

These thoughtful, reflexive essays,  
incisively reveal and explore the 
shifting ground of the authors’ 

linguistic interactions in relation to dynamics that are 
often invisible, usually risky, and always unpredictable. 
MICHAEL HERZFELD, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, USA 

This book breaks the silence that surrounds learning a 
language for ethnographic research and in the process 
demystifies some of the multilingual aspects of 
contemporary ethnographic work. It offers a set of 
engaging and accessible accounts of language learning 
and use written by ethnographers who are at different 
stages of their academic career. 
Researching Multilingually                               October 2019   264pp 

Pbk    9781788925907        £29.95           US$39.95         €34.95 
Hbk    9781788925914        £99.95         US$139.95         €119.95 
Epub  9781788925938        £20.00          US$35.00         €25.00 
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NOW AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK

Narratives of East 
Asian Women 
Teachers of 
English 
Where Privilege Meets 
Marginalization 
Gloria Park

New Perspectives on Language & Education                2017    152pp 

Pbk   9781788921749        £24.95         US$34.95       €29.95 
Hbk       9781783098729        £89.95        US$129.95      €109.95 
Epub     9781783098743         £15.00         US$25.00       €20.00 

Portraits of  
Second Language 
Learners  
An L2 Learner Agency 
Perspective 
Chie Muramatsu 

Second Language Acquisition                                         2018   240pp 

Pbk   9781788923798        £34.95         US$49.95        €44.95 
Hbk       9781783099870      £109.95        US$149.95      €134.95 
Epub     9781783099894       £25.00         US$40.00       €35.00 
 

Creativity and 
Innovations in ELT 
Materials 
Development  
Looking Beyond the 
Current Design 
Edited by Dat Bao

New Perspectives on Language & Education               2018   256pp 

Pbk   9781788923101        £29.95         US$39.95        €34.95 
Hbk       9781783099696       £99.95        US$139.95       €119.95 
Epub     9781783099719       £20.00         US$35.00       €25.00

Identity, Gender 
and Teaching 
English in Japan  
Diane Hawley Nagatomo 

New Perspectives on Language & Education               2016   264pp 

Pbk   9781788925846       £29.95         US$39.95        €34.95 
Hbk       9781783095209       £99.95        US$139.95       €119.95 
Epub     9781783095223       £20.00         US$35.00       €25.00 

Immersion 
Education 
Lessons from a Minority 
Language Context 
Pádraig Ó Duibhir 

Bilingual Education & Bilingualism                                 2018    216pp 

Pbk   9781788923781        £29.95         US$39.95        €34.95 
Hbk       9781783099832       £99.95        US$139.95       €119.95 
Epub     9781783099856       £20.00         US$35.00       €25.00 

Second Language 
Literacy Practices 
and Language 
Learning Outside 
the Classroom 
Miho Inaba 

Second Language Acquisition                                         2018   200pp 

Pbk   9781788926348        £29.95         US$39.95        €34.95 
Hbk       9781788922104        £99.95        US$139.95       €119.95 
Epub     9781788922128        £20.00         US$35.00       €25.00 

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

NEW NEW
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Language, Education 
and Diversity 
SERIES EDITORS:  
Stephen May, Teresa L. McCarty,  
Constant Leung and Serafin Coronel-Molina 

The Language, Education and Diversity series aims 
to publish work at the intersections of language 
policy, language teaching and 
bilingualism/multilingualism, with a particular focus 
on critical, socially-just alternatives for minoritised 
and/or disadvantaged students and communities. 
The series will be interdisciplinary, drawing on 
scholarship from language policy, language 
education, sociolinguistics, applied linguistics, 
linguistic anthropology and the sociology of 
language. We welcome a variety of 
methodological approaches, although critical 
ethnographic accounts are of particular interest. 

Topics to be covered by the series include: 
 Bilingual and Multilingual Models of Education 
 Indigenous Language Education 
 Multicultural Education 
 Community-based Education 

All books in this series are externally peer-reviewed. 

Proposals should be sent to Anna Roderick 
anna@multilingual-matters.com 
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NEW SERIES

NEW HARDBACK SETS AVAILABLE 
Released October 2019

PROPOSALS
We love to hear from our authors, be they familiar 
faces or new and potential future authors. There is 
information on our website about the publication 
process and you will also find our guidelines on 
submitting a book proposal on the ‘Information for 
Authors’ tab. If you have any questions at all or 
would like to discuss an idea with us, please don’t 
hesitate to get in touch. 

New Perspectives on  
Language and Education  
Vols 61-70 
ISBN 9781788925839 
£695.00 
US$995.00 
€825.00 

Second Language  
Acquisition  
Vols 121-130 
ISBN 9781788923118 
£695.00 
US$995.00 
€825.00 

Our collections are available by special order only.  
Further collections, comprising earlier volumes of most of our series, are also available.  
Please email info@multilingual-matters.com for more information and to order. 

“We’re excited to be publishing 

some really innovative books this 

year, as well as launching new series 

which push the boundaries of academic 

writing. If you’d like to discuss submitting 

a proposal, please do get in touch. You’ll 

find one of our staff at conferences 

around the world this year and we always 

enjoy meeting potential authors.” 

ANNA RODERICK, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
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EBOOKS

INDIVIDUAL USERS 
If an ebook is available then you will see it on the “Related formats” 
line on the book’s page. Choose a PDF or EPUB file, add it to your 
basket and proceed to the checkout as usual. The prices for ebooks 
are shown once you select the format and are usually significantly 
cheaper than the print version of the book. 

As well as being available on our own website, our ebooks are also 
available for the Amazon Kindle. These can be found by searching 
on Amazon’s website, or within the Kindle store on the Kindle or 
Kindle app.  

You can also find our ebooks on Apple's iBookstore – search the 
iBooks app on your iPad or iPhone.  

Our books are also available to purchase through Google Play, 
currently available in many countries, including the UK, USA, 
Australia and Canada.  

Ebooks are also currently available for download through 
ebooks.com, kobobooks.com and nook.com and a growing number 
of bookstores and websites. Search your preferred ebook retailer by 
Author, Title or Ebook ISBN for price and availability. Most of the 
above offer a reader app that you can download so that you can 
read our books on your computer, tablet or smartphone. 

LIBRARIES 
Library platform ebooks are available from the following aggregators: 
Ebook Central, EBSCO and DawsonEra. In cooperation with 
De Gruyter, library platform ebooks for our key Multilingual Matters 
series can also be found in the Multilingual Matters and De Gruyter 
Applied and Sociolinguistics Collection. 

COURSE PACKS 
A selection of our titles are available on 
VitalSource and Kortext. 

CONTACT/QUERIES 
For a full list of titles available, or if you have 
any enquiries or requests, please email 
info@multilingual-matters.com
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INTERNATIONAL AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
We have an international distribution network to ensure that you receive your books as quickly and 
as cost-effectively as possible. Please feel free to place your order directly with them.

NON-EXCLUSIVE LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES AND AGENTS

DISTRIBUTORS
UK, Europe and Rest of World (except as below) 
NBNi 
10 Thornbury Road, Plymouth PL6 7PP, UK 
Tel: +44 (0)1752 202301 
Web: http://distribution.nbni.co.uk 
Orders Email: orders@nbninternational.com  
Customer Services Email: NBNi.Cservs@ingramcontent.com 
Customer Services Tel: +44 (0)1752 202301

USA, Canada, Central and South America 

National Book Network  
15200 NBN Way, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214, USA 
Tel: (717) 794-3800 or 1-800-462-6420 (toll free) 
Fax: (800) 462-6420 or 1-800-338-4550 (toll free) 
Email: customercare@nbnbooks.com 
Web: http://www.nbnbooks.com

China 

Ben Bai 
Sales Manager-Beijing Office 
China Publishers Services Ltd  
Room 720, Building 402B 
Wang Jing Yuan, Chaoyang District 
Beijing, PR CHINA 
Tel: +86 18910752902 
Email: benbai@cps-hk.com 

Japan 
Eureka Press 
27-11 Goshonouchi-cho  
Matsugasaki Sakyo-ku 
Kyoto, JAPAN 606-0944 
Tel: 075 255 4892 
Fax: 075 255 6248 
Email: eureka@blue.ocn.ne.jp

Korea 
Se-Yung Jun, ICK 
49, Donggyo-Ro, 13-Gil 
Mapo-Gu, Seoul 03997 
SOUTH KOREA   
Tel: +82 2 3141-4791  
Fax: +82 2 3141-7733  
Email: cs.ick@ick.co.kr 

Cambodia, Hong Kong, India, Malaysia, 
Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, 
Thailand, Taiwan and Vietnam 
Andrew White 
The White Partnership 
6 Newlands Road 
Tunbridge Wells 
Kent TN4 9AT, UK  
Email: andrew@thewhitepartnership.org.uk

Sub-Saharan Africa  
and the Caribbean 
Kelvin van Hasselt 
KVH Books 
15 Hillside, Cromer, 
Norfolk NR27 0HY 
UK 
Tel: +44 1263 513 560 
Email: kelvin@africabookrep.com  

Spain and Portugal 
Cristina de Lara 
Madrid 
SPAIN 
Tel: +34 677433754 
Email: cristinadelara@mare-
nostrum.co.uk 

Australia/New Zealand 
Co Info Pty Ltd 
12B Koornang Road 
Scoresby, 3179, AUSTRALIA 
Tel: +61 3 8582 1681  
Email: pst1@coop.com.au 

James Bennett 
Unit 3, 114 Old Pittwater Road 
Brookvale, NSW 2100, AUSTRALIA  
Tel: +61 2 8988 5000 
Fax: +61 2 8988 5031 
Email: info@bennett.com.au

India 
Govinda Book House 
59 Gautam Apartments 
Gulmohar Park Road 
New Delhi 110049 
INDIA 
Tel: 01126851413 / 9810156183 
Email: govindabookhouse@gmail.com 

Manohar Publishers and Distributors 
4753/23 Ansari Road 
Daryaganj, New Delhi 110 002 
INDIA 
Email: manoharbooks@gmail.com 

Indonesia 
Book Editions 
22, Sin Ming Walk #10-01 
SINGAPORE 575571  
Tel: (65) 64520552 
Email: richard@bookeditions.com.sg  

Singapore/Malaysia 
PMS Publishers Marketing  
Services Pte Ltd 
10-C Jalan Ampas #06-01  
Ho Seng Lee Flatted Warehouse 
SINGAPORE 329513 
Tel: (65) 62565166 
Fax: (65) 62530008 
Email: info@pms.com.sg
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ORDERING BOOKS

INSPECTION/DESK COPIES 
You can request your inspection/desk copies 
on our website. Just search for the title and 
click on 'Request an inspection copy'. Please 
note that this service is only available for 
lecturers who may be able to recommend 
books to their students.  

MAILING LIST 
If you would like to join our mailing list or 
receive our email newsletter, you can do this 
on our website or by sending your request to 
info@multilingual-matters.com.  

OPEN ACCESS 
Channel View Publications 
is happy to offer the 
possibility of making your book available 
through “Gold Open Access” immediately on 
publication. If you would like to discuss this 
option, please contact Tommi Grover at 
tommi@multilingual-matters.com for further 
information and to negotiate the appropriate 
fee. 
 

CONTACT DETAILS 

Editorial queries 
Anna Roderick anna@multilingual-matters.com 
Laura Longworth laura@multilingual-matters.com 
Tommi Grover tommi@multilingual-matters.com 

Sales, marketing and distribution queries 
Laura Longworth laura@multilingual-matters.com 

Production queries 
Sarah Williams sarah@multilingual-matters.com 

Permissions and foreign rights queries 
Laura Longworth laura@multilingual-matters.com 

General queries 
info@multilingual-matters.com 
 

KEEPING IN TOUCH 
If you want to keep up-to-date with all the news  
from the office and find out about our latest books, 
you can find us on social media: 

@Multi_Ling_Mat 

Multilingual Matters 

@multilingual_matters 

channelviewpublications.wordpress.com

COVER IMAGE:  
Bright Lights of Clifton Wood  

© Craig Derrick 
Instagram: @craigderrick40 

Multilingual Matters  
St Nicholas House, 31-34 High Street 
Bristol BS1 2AW UK  
Tel: 44 (0)117 315 8562 
Email: info@multilingual-matters.com

Note: All prices and details in this catalogue are correct at the time of going to press (September 2019) but are subject to change. 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
We offer special discounts to all 
individuals who subscribe to our email 
newsletter. If you’re not already a 
subscriber, go to our website and click 
on ‘Sign up for new book email alerts’. 
If you have any queries, please email us at 
info@multilingual-matters.com. 
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